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Goals & Strategies
By 2020, Elephant Family will conserve 10 of Asia’s most 
important regions for Asian elephants by working in 
partnership with others to:
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Our Vision
Is A woRld wheRe AsIAn elephAnts  
lIve In hARmony wIth people,  
unthReAtened In theIR hAbItAt.

Our Mission
Is to Reduce the most pRessIng thReAts 

to the endAngeRed AsIAn elephAnt And 
conseRve theIR numbeRs In the wIld.

1.
Make the plight 

of the Asian 
elephant known 

to the man 
on the street 
and generate 

support 
- through 

mass public 
engagement 
campaigns in 
Asia and the 

West.

2.
Lobby 

corporations 
and 

governments  
to take 

action and 
recognise their 
responsibility 

for the survival 
of the Asian 
elephant.

3.
Financially 
empower 

proven Asian 
NGOs that add 

major value 
to current 

conservation 
efforts.

4.
Grow the 
in-country 

conservation 
movement 

through 
education, 

training and 
research.

5.
Secure  

sufficient 
funding to 
deliver this 
ambitious 

programme.
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we are saving the Asian 
elephant from extinction

todAy one fIfth of the woRld’s bIRds And AnImAls 
And A thIRd of the woRld’s AmphIbIAns ARe fAcIng 
extInctIon wIthIn ouR lIfetIme. 

human settlements, farming, mining and railways are carving up the jungle 
homes of the Asian elephant, and all other wildlife that live within them, 
marooning animals in pockets of forest too small to support them. 

In conjunction with project partners in India, Indonesia, malaysia and 
thailand we are actively involved in the fight to save the magnificent Asian 
elephant, along with the family of animals that share its habitat. 

out task is ambitious: to protect and restore key elephant landscapes so 
that all wildlife can live in harmony with local human development. this 
large-scale initiative needs everyone on board from the man on the street 
to policy makers and a serious treasure chest to implement it. 
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you are helping Elephant 
Family stem their decline

In the face of plummeting numbers and a rapidly developing world there 
has never been a greater urgency to invest your donations wisely and 
find the solutions that will save this iconic animal. to meet this challenge 
elephant family invested heavily in high conservation value projects rather 
than welfare projects. Approximately 75% of our 2010 investments have 
been in these kinds of projects, and this figure is set to rise over 2011.

these pages highlight what we have been able to accomplish together this 
year. on behalf of everyone at elephant family and the endangered Asian 
elephants whose future you are changing, thank you.

mark shand   Ruth powys 
Principle Trustee  Director
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“theIR jungles ARe dIsAppeARIng 
lIke An Ice cube In boIlIng wAteR.” 

Bittu Sahgal, environmentalist, activist and writer
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Every single Asian elephant  
needs protecting:

In the past 100 
years their 

population has 
shrunk by 90%.

95% of their 
habitat has 

disappeared.

There are as few 
as 30 years to 

save them in  
the wild.
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not  
foRgotten

Most people are under the impression that wild 
elephants only exist in Africa with its highly 
visible population of over half a million. But 
elephants once roamed in their millions, from 
Syria to China. However, today it is doubtful 
whether as many as 35,000 survive in the 
whole of Asia.

The plight of the African elephant has benefited 
from an emotional public outrage at the bloody 
slaughter for ivory. Appeals to help fund its 
survival have been so lucrative, so positive 
and widespread, that the Asian elephant, like 
the proverbial poor relation, has remained in 
the background, waiting patiently for some 
crumbs. It seems that the world has forgotten 
there is another elephant who needs our urgent 
attention.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 1. Make the plight of the Asian elephant known to the man on 
the street and generate support - through mass public engagement 
campaigns in Asia and the West.

there are 
 at least 
fIfteen 
African 

elephants  
to every  

Asian  
elephant

the Asian 
elephant is 
classified as 

endAngeRed 
with a 

population 
that is 

decreasing

the African 
elephant is 
classified as  

neAR-
thReAtened 

with a 
population 

that is 
increasing 

 (Iucn  
Red list)

there are an 
estimated 
25,000 – 

35,000 Asian 
elephants 
remaining  

In the wIld, 
down from 

approximately 
200,000  

one hundred  
years ago
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mAkIng theIR 
plIght known 

By the end of the year we had:

“the AsIAn elephAnt Is the pooR, 
foRgotten cousIn. neveR hAs 

It domInAted the InteRnAtIonAl 
AttentIon. neveR hAs It benefIted 

fRom the sAme effoRts of 
conseRvAtIon.”

1. Executed a large scale public art campaign in the UK Capital: 
ElEphant paradE, which brought the status of the endangered Asian 
elephant to the attention of c. 25 million pEoplE, reaching over 10 
million people face to face on the streets of London 

2. Generated over 500 national and international prEss fEaturEs 

5. CrEatEd widEsprEad undErstanding about habitat 
fragmentation threats and the endangered status of the Asian elephant, 
according to research by Dr Maan Barua, Oxford University

3. Generated 10 radio and primEtimE tV hours

4. Recruited a nEw supportEr BasE on faCEBook numbering over 
17,000 to get behind our objectives to lobby, educate and fund
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“A mAsteRclAss... An extRAoRdInARy 
cAmpAIgn... metIculously plAnned 
And put togetheR wIth AmbItIon, 

gReAt AttentIon to detAIl  
And cReAtIvIty.” 

Emma-Jane Cross, Chief Executive of Beatbullying
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the futuRe of the 
AsIAn elephAnt  
Is In the hAnds of goveRnments 
And compAnIes 

In the long term, the survival of the Asian 
elephant depends on the commitment of 
governments and companies and not just 
those of the range states but across the world, 
including the West. The Asian elephant is of 
such outstanding universal significance that its 
survival is the responsbility of all humankind. 
Elephant Family is working alongside other 
campaigning organisations to persuade 
governments and companies to enforce laws 
and acknowledge their impact on the plight of 
the Asian elephant.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 2. Lobby corporations and governments to take action and 
recognise their responsibility for the survival of the Asian elephant

1. India’s laws require electricity distribution companies to maintain thEir 
powEr linEs to ensure they do not inadvertently kill people and wildlife.

2. In the past ten years alone over 100 wild ElEphants haVE BEEn ElEC-
troCutEd to death by the low hanging power lines that snake through their habitat.

3. India’s laws arE BEing widEly floutEd; we won’t stop lobbying
– and investigating - until the laws are properly ENFORCED.
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Elephant family began developing as a campaigning organisation 
in 2010. By the end of the year we had:

elephAnt fAmIly
cAmpAIgnIng on the  
woRld stAge

1. sECurEd 15,834 pEtition signaturEs to save the Asian elephant

2. hostEd a dEBatE on Asian elephant conservation at the Labour Party 
Conference in Manchester, with Hilary Benn MP as a speaker

3. dEVElopEd working rElationships with 15 UK campaigning 
organisations

4. draftEd a surViVal ChartEr for the Asian Elephant as a working 
document towards an international plan to save the Asian elephant

5. Active member of ‘Clear Labels, Not Forests’ campaign which aims to 
ChangE Eu law on labelling palm oil in consumer products

6. Funded local Indian partners to Campaign against powEr 
CompaniEs in India who are responsible for killing wild elephants due to 
illegally maintained electrical power lines

7. JoinEd thE spECiEs surViVal nEtwork to provide a dedicated voice 
on Asian elephant issues for the first time

8. JoinEd thE Joint liaison group (a combination of SSN and DEFRA) 
to influence the Convention on International Trade in endangered species of 
Fauna and Flora (CITES)
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“now we ARe sleepIng sAfely wIthout 
the feAR of elephAnts.”

Lakshmi Amma,  
who is now living in a new house outside the  

elephant corridor in Kerala
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To survive, elephants need huge areas of land 
to roam and graze. But in the past 100 years 
something drastic has happened. A staggering 
95% of their habitat has disappeared under 
farms, factories, mines, railways, irrigation 
channels and other kinds of human development. 
This has had a direct impact on their population 
which has fallen by a proportional 90%.

Today the wide ranging Asian elephant finds itself 
hemmed in on all sides by a burgeoning modern 
world. All too often hungry herds become trapped 
in patches of forests that are too small to support 
them; the consequences of this problem are not 
limited to elephants. As habitat shrinks wildlife 
and people are forced to compete for living 
space and food. Desperate herds can terrify local 
people by trampling farmland and villages in their 
quest to reach safe ground.  Without help, these 
dangerous and often fatal conflicts are set to rise.

Protecting habitat and reconnecting the 
forests is the highest priority for Asian elephant 
conservation and a goal to which Elephant Family 
is committed. With the support of local people our 
projects voluntarily re-home villagers out of the 
danger zone into new houses. In doing so, vital 
connections between forests are protected and 
returned to the elephants. Our projects address 
the many threats to their remaining habitat.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 2. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

hAbItAt loss
Is the numbeR one thReAt  
to the AsIAn elephAnt
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

assam, india

project: documenting Elephant Corridors 
and installing signboards

partner: wildlife trust of india (wti)

In response to the crisis of fragmented habitat, 
The Wildlife Trust of India identified all known 
elephant corridors in India – 88 of them in total - 
and published a comprehensive report in 2005. 
However, while it is one thing to identify an 
elephant corridor, it is another to secure it, and 
further research is essential to establish which are 
viable.

As the human population increases this is a race 
against the clock. Driven by a sense of urgency 
Elephant Family and the Wildlife Trust of India 

began intensive ground surveys of four crucial 
corridors in Assam, as a first step to securing 
them.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

The Existence of 62 Elephant Corridors were 
made public with 254 giant Elephant Corridor 
signboards going up throughout India (pictured).

The state authority and local communities in 
Assam are actively taking part in the plan to 
save their elephants.

Threats to free movement of elephants within the 
Assam corridors resulted in the demolition of a 
500m boundary wall and a go-slow zone on 
a railway line where elephants cross.

kErala, india

project: securing a Vital Elephant Corridor in 
kerala 

partner: wildlife trust of india

This 2,200-acre strip of land is a vital lifeline for 
the largest population of Asian elephants on the 
planet. 

The Tirunelli-Kudrakote corridor connects the 
Wayanad and Brahmagiri Wildlife Sanctuaries. 
Until recently 54 families in five settlements were 
living and farming in the corridor, and elephants 
were not able to cross freely. If the settlements 
and fields had spread, a disastrous break could 
have formed in the forests, isolating groups 
of elephants from each other as their greatest 
landscape in Asia became fractured.

Elephant Family joined hands with a number of 
conservation NGOs from around the world to 
play a significant part in securing this land and 
relocating the families into safe homes nearby. 

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

The free movement of wild elephants in 
Kerala is now possible.  

15 houses were constructed with 26 families 
voluntarily resettled out of the elephant 
corridor area.
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

orissa, india

project: saving the troubled Elephants of 
East-central india 

partner: wildlife protection society of india

Extensive mining, canals and irrigation systems 
have carved up Orissa State, trapping elephants 
in areas too small to sustain them. Considered 
the “troubled” elephants of India, those that 
survive are stressed, and are regularly seen 
bearing scars from violent encounters with 
people. The situation is at crisis point. In 2008-
09 48 people and 47 elephants were killed as 
a result of coming into conflict with each other. 
The growing urgency has largely been overlooked 
by the wider conservation community, and as 
such others also consider them the “neglected” 
elephants of India. 

Elephant Family began countering the threats 
as early as 2006 through the Wildlife Protection 
Society of India, who began with a ground-
breaking study to identify the elephants’ lost 
and existing paths that elephants use between 
feeding areas.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

Supported by Elephant Family, the Wildlife 
Protection Society of India worked with the Orissa 
State Department to implement life-saving 
changes to the landscape.

These changes included the creation of 
‘elephant friendly ramps’ that enable herds to 
safely cross the deep irrigation channels that criss 
cross their habitat.

Plans for 34 water holes and the planting 
of food plants in habitat links are underway in 
Orissa.

thE wEstErn forEst ComplEx,  
wEst thailand

project: habitat Extension & Elephant 
Corridors

partner: Elephant Conservation network

This area is home to the largest population of wild 
Asian elephants in Thailand. The south east edge 
of the Western Forest Complex includes three 
protected areas that support up to 175 elephants 
however these forests are becoming increasingly 
cut off due to human encroachment. Much of this 
is caused by land speculators exploiting landless 
farmers as agents. As a result dangerous 
conflicts between people and wild elephants are 
on the rise.

Working with local communities, forest rangers 
and conservation officials, Elephant Family and 
the Elephant Conservation Network are  turning 
human-elephant conflict into human-elephant co-
existence

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

Vital land surveys are underway in Thailand 
which will be used to assemble a strong 
argument for upgrading the land into fully 
protected area (pictured).
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“‘I dIdn’t wAnt to kIll It …. 
but whAt cAn I do? thRee tImes 

thIs elephAnt destRoyed my cRop.” 
Chami, an Indian banana farmer who tapped a power  cable to 

electrocute an elephant as it returned for a fourth session
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As the earth’s population continues to grow, most 
areas of elephant habitat are either close to or 
adjoining human settlements.  This competition 
for the same space frequently causes conflict 
between elephants and local people.

Human-elephant conflict is one of the major 
threats to the survival of the Asian elephant and 
is on the rise. As their habitat continues to shrink, 
desperate herds resort to crop raiding. Those 
affected are often poor subsistence farmers 
whose livelihoods can be ruined in a matter of 
hours and can threaten human life. 

These kinds of violent encounters can create 
resentment against elephants and as a result 
elephants can be viewed and treated as a 
nuisance and killed in retaliation attacks and 
poisoning.

Finding ways to resolve such conflicts are 
essential in securing the future of the Asian 
elephant. 

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 3. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

ReducIng conflIct
between locAl people And wIld 
AsIAn elephAnts Is An essentIAl  
pARt of AsIAn elephAnt conseRvAtIon

“‘thIs Is not A stoRy of good AgAInst 
evIl. It Is moRe complex. It Is About 
pooR  people And An endAngeRed 

specIes, eAch fIghtIng foR suRvIvAl In 
A shRInkIng  envIRonment.” 

Sara Wheeler, The Telegraph
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

gunung lEusEr national park, 
sumatra

project: Community Capacity Building for 
Elephant Conservation

partner: Veterinary society for sumatran 
wildlife Conservation (VEsswiC)

Years of conflict between people and elephants 
in Sumatra have eroded the local support for 
elephants. With tolerance at an all-time low, 
elephants are more than ever at risk of being 
killed or captured. The first incidents of conflict 
between elephants from the Gunung Leuser 
National Park and the Sei Lepan community living 
alongside in North Province were recorded in 
2002, and have steadily increased. In response 
Elephant Family and VESSWIC began developing 
a community-based project in 2008 to reduce the 
conflict.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

A community organisation has tested conflict 
prevention techniques including a crop 
guarding system and the use of alternative crops 
to prevent crop raiding.

Since 2009, the three Conservation Response 
Units in Sumatra have prevented 380 incidents 
of human-elephant conflict around Ulu 
Masen, providing benefits to an estimated 1,150 
households.

These rangers together with the mahouts and 
their elephants they have reduced human-
elephant conflict in an area outside the park to 
such an extent that 287 households are able to 
farm there again.

Illegal activities within the same park have been 
reported, leading to prosecutions.

gunung lEusEr national park, 
sumatra

project: Conservation response units

partner: Veterinary society for sumatran 
wildlife Conservation

The Conservation Response Unit concept was 
developed by NGOs about ten years ago to 
overcome conflict between people and elephants. 
The response units also actively prevent other 
illegal activity within the national parks such as 
logging and encroachment. 

The concept uses previously wild caught and 
neglected captive elephant that have been trained 
at government camps for conservation activities. 
Mahouts and their elephants conduct patrol 
along the edge of the national parks, reduce 
conflict by driving wild elephants back into the 
parks and away from crops and plantations. 
The units also create awareness in local schools 
and communities and provide opportunities for 
tourism.
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

lowEr kinaBatangan, BornEo, 
malaysia

project: Conflict prevention and law 
Enforcement unit

partner: hutan

The Lower Kinabatangan is one of the four most 
important ranges for the Bornean elephant, 
with a population of about 200. Here human-
elephant conflict has become a major issue due 
to the rapid expansion of agriculture and palm oil 
plantations into what was once elephant habitat 
and the elephants are at risk. 

Elephant Family is investing in the Elephant 
Conservation Unit, which was established in 

2002 by Hutan. Six trained members recruited 
from the local communities run daily patrols for 
crop-raiding animals and illegal activities, and 
work closely within their communities to manage 
relations between them and the elephants. 

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

In 2010 the Elephant Conservation Unit in 
Borneo patrolled for 852 hours and kept 
elephants outside the plantation for 82% of the 
time.

The same project increased awareness 
in 11 local schools and has contributed to 
four different research projects to improve 
understanding of the issues.

wEstErn ghats, india

project: Community involvement in conflict 
resolution in the hills 

partner: nature Conservation foundation 

The Anamalai hills in the southern Western 
Ghats of India are one of the most critical 
conservation areas for Asian elephants in 
India. However, commercial plantations for tea, 
coffee, and cardamom have not only obstructed 
movement of elephants, but have often led to 
fatal confrontations between them and people, 
with 2-3 people dying every year. By alerting 
people to the presence of elephants, the Nature 
Conservation Foundation has eliminated human 
deaths for over two and a half years, while 
damage to property has halved. 

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

The elephant early warning system prevented 
conflict by as much as 90% and improved local 
understanding of wild elephants.
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Whilst the main threat to Asian elephant is loss 
of habitat, poaching for ivory is also a significant 
threat to their survival. Unlike their African 
relatives, where both sexes have tusks, only 
male Asian elephants possess tusks of any 
significance. 

When poachers target male Asian elephants 
they threaten the entire population’s viability. In 
response to this escalating problem, Elephant 
Family is supporting anti-poaching measures in 
one of the poaching hotspots of India. 

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 3. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

poAchIng
foR IvoRy thReAtens the vIAbIlIty 
of entIRe populAtIons of AsIAn 
elephAnts

kErala, india

project: securing a Vital Elephant Corridor in 
kerala 

partner: wildlife protection society of india

Kerala State is a popular tourist destination 
that is well known for its elephants. But sadly, 
it is also known for its widespread poaching. 
Poaching operations have become increasingly 
sophisticated in the Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary 
in particular, which is a vast area to patrol over 
difficult terrain. 

While no one can protect elephants better than 
the motivated young rangers who work on the 
frontline of conservation, patrolling the forests 
continually, they have been struggling with a 
communications system that is no longer up 
to the task of keeping one step ahead of the 
poachers.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

wildlife wardens equipped with essential 
communication equipment including new two-way 
radio sets, a new antenna.

a communication system in place between 
wildlife wardens in the Wayanad Wildlife 
Sanctuary.

Training to bring the rangers up to speed with the 
latest methods being used by poachers.

Wildlife wardens are trained in intelligence 
gathering techniques to help catch wildlife 
criminals and ensure that they are convicted. 

wheRe we ARe woRkIng
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In India, railways now slice through most prime 
elephant habitat land, threatening any wildlife that 
needs to cross them, particularly elephants, tigers 
and leopards. 

Since 1987 India has lost 176 elephants due to 
train hits, according to official records. In most 
cases more than one member from a family 
group was killed, and up to six or seven elephants 
have died in a small number of particularly horrific 
accidents. By far the worst affected states 
are Assam, West Bengal, Uttarakhand and 
Jharkhand, which have accounted for 84% of all 
the incidents. 

In 2002, a pioneering project by Wildlife Trust of 
India in Rajaji National Park, Uttarakhand State, 
successfully prevented further elephant deaths in 
that area.

Simple but extremely effective solutions included 
the introduction of “go-slow” zones and clearance 
of shrubbery around blind spots. Increasing the 
railways staff’s knowledge of the problem is also 
an important measure, as are levelling steep 
embankments, installing signs along the tracks, 
and running night patrols to alert drivers. 

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 3. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

RAIlwAys
pose A deAdly thReAt to 
mIgRAtIng elephAnts

assam, india

project: preventing Elephant deaths due to 
trains

partner: the wildlife trust of india

Since 2008, Elephant Family has been 
supporting WTI to extend its initiative to Assam, 
and increasingly beyond to address the problem 
nationally. 

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

34 warning signs to alert train drivers have 
been installed along the railways.

Three workshops highlighting how to reduce 

the threat to elephants have increased railway 
staff’s understanding of the issue

Hazards have been identified along Assam’s 
railways, and recommendations have been 
made to the state authorities to have them 
addressed

as a result at least 95 potential accidents 
were averted along the railways in assam, 
while a further 97 were prevented with a 
continuation of activities in Rajaji National Park

the measures are now being extended 
to further states, including West Bengal, 
Jharkhand, Kerala and Tamil Nadu.

wheRe we ARe woRkIng
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“populAtIon gRowth, IndustRIAl 
development, poveRty, polItIcAl 

Incompetence,  coRRuptIon – 
eveRythIng Is stAcked AgAInst the 

AsIAn elephAnt.” 
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As well as habitat fragmentation and poaching, 
the elephants of Orissa also face the very real 
threat of electrocution. Low hanging, high voltage 
wires now increasingly cut through their habitat. 
One touch from a curious trunk is enough to kill 
an elephant. Over the last ten years at least 150 
elephants have died in this way, which puts the 
threat of electrocution even higher than the threat 
of railways. 

Lax power companies have been slow to 
conform to the height standards set for high 
tension wires, and forest officials are not always 
reporting low-hanging wires that can prove 
fatal for the elephants. In partnership with the 
Wildlife Protection Society of India and the 
Wildlife Society of Orissa, Elephant Family began 
investing in measures to change this situation.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 3. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

pReventIng 
electRocutIon
fRom low-hAngIng, hIgh voltAge wIRes 
sAves scoRes of elephAnts eAch yeAR

orissa, india

project: preventing Electroction

partners: wildlife protection society of india 
& the wildlife society of orissa

Together with local people, Elephant Family and 
the Wildlife Society of Orissa are working to raise 
the height of every sagging high voltage wire in 
Orissa State.

If necessary the project is prepared to set a 
precedent by taking legal action against power 
companies that continue to flout the law, so that 
they become more vigilant in the future.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

A database of every single low-hanging wire 
in elephant habitat in Orissa is being developed.

local community members are empowered 
to get involved, so that in future they will be able 
to monitor the power lines in their own areas.

pressure is being applied to companies 
to guarantee pylons are elephant-proof, using 
methods such as barbed wire (to prevent the 
poles being used as a scratching post) and 
reinforced concrete foundations.

wheRe we ARe woRkIng
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About a quarter of the total Asian elephant 
population is captive. For centuries they have 
played a very important role in Asian cultures, and  
historically been taken from the wild and trained 
for everything from warfare to heavy haulage to 
ceremonial processions. Elephant Family works to 
ensure basic requirements for the management 
of this population are met - ownership 
registration, annual veterinary inspections and 
stopping of the practice of wild animal capture.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 3. Financially empower proven Asian NGOs that add major value to 
current conservation efforts

the welfARe
of thousAnds of cAptIve elephAnts 
AcRoss AsIA cAnnot be IgnoRed
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

thailand

project/s:

partners: friends of the asian Elephant, 
Elephant nature park, Bring the Elephant 
home and the golden triangle asian 
Elephant foundation

Through its partnership with the company 
Elephant Parade, in 2010 Elephant Family 
supported the welfare of captive elephants in 
Thailand through Friends of the Asian Elephant, 
Elephant Nature Park, and Bring the Elephant 
Home. This support helped Friends of the Asian 
elephant provide the best care and treatment 
they could for an elephant that had become a 
landmine victim and was taken into their care in 
September. The Elephant Nature Park were able 
to build a second elephant shelter, while Bring the 
Elephant Home has been able to set up a new 
project to create awareness amongst villagers.

The Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation 
in Thailand provides sanctuary to 27 elephants 
and their mahouts that were formerly begging on 
the streets after a logging ban left them without 
their livelihoods, good though it was for what was 
left of the forests. Elephant Family continues 
to support the upkeep of one of the female 
elephants and her calf.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

Investment in a thai elephant hospital has 
ensured the treatment of an elephant 
severely injured by a landmine.

greater capacity to treat elephants at the 
Elephant Nature Park in Thailand has been 
achieved with the building of a second elephant 
shelter.

a viable alternative to begging on the streets 
of Thailand continues for both elephants and 
their mahouts at the Golden Triangle Elephant 
Foundation in Thailand.
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wheRe we ARe woRkIng

sumatra, indonEsia

project: Elephant health Care programme

partner: Veterinary society for sumatran 
wildlife Conservation

The remaining population of 2,000-2,500 wild 
Sumatran elephants are threatened by the 
second most rapid rate of deforestation in the 
world, making this subspecies highly endangered. 

As a result of rapid deforestation, conflict 
between wildlife and local people is rife and 
elephants are shot, poisoned and poached. The 
Indonesian government has been dealing with 
these conflicts by capturing ‘rogue’ elephants and 
moving them into ‘Conservation Centres’. In total 
there are in the region of 550 captive elephants 
in Sumatra, all of which  have been involved in 
conflict situations. Once captured from the wild 
the elephants are held at these elephant camps, 
which are poorly equipped and lack trained 
vets, shade, water and other key facilities. In 
many cases they are unable to meet basic food 
requirements or healthcare.

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

regular health checks, food supplements 
and treatment has been provided by specialist 
vets to 150 captive elephants in Sumatra. 

Better standards of every day care has 
been achieved by monthly workshops where 
vets share their knowledge of elephant biology, 
medical care and management with mahouts in 
Sumatra.

improvements to camp management are 
underway in sumatra following 22 mahout 
training sessions, the support of a 6-month 
vetinary internship and strong links with a local 
university.
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In Asia Elephant Family is exploring the best 
ways to confront changing attitudes towards 
Asian elephants, which are increasingly seen as a 
danger to local communities and their livelihoods. 
By engaging communities in activities that 
educate and train local people Elephant Family is 
able to complement existing conservation projects 
and create positive change.

Meanwhile in the UK the brightly coloured 
Elephant Parade sculptures gave Elephant Family 
a perfect opportunity to bring elephants into the 

classroom and engage children with a broad 
spectrum of conservation messages.  

Corporate sponsors boosted efforts by inviting 
schools they already worked with to be part of 
Elephant Parade. Children took part in elephant 
picnics, design competitions, talks, quizzes and 
even painted couple of the full sized sculptures! 
Together we used this creative event to capture 
the imagination of children and encourage with 
their love of nature.

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 4. Grow the in-country conservation movement through education, 
training and research

educAtIon & ReseARch
cAn chAnge AttItudes, behAvIouR  
And the futuRe

uk, malaysia, thailand and india

kEy progrEss in 2010: 

100+ school trips were organised to visit 
Elephant Parade London 2010. thousands of 
children got the opportunity to learn about 
Asian elephants and conservation.

600+ school children took part in the Elephant 
Parade education program. This was a creative 
platform to learn in detail about the threats to 
the Asian elephant.

In Thailand and Malaysia schoolbooks high-
lighting the plight of the Asian elephant have  
been teaching local children about conserv-
ation and the wildlife that surrounds them.

an awareness campaign in india has 
restored good relations between the forest 
department and local people around the Simlipal 
National Park in Orissa.

Elephant Family is supporting a DPhil candidate 
from Assam at Oxford University’s Environmental 
Change Institute who is researching the 
human dimension of human-elephant 
conflict.

A significant piece of research into the ivory 
trade in China, Hong Kong and the Philippines 
will be conducted by renowned ivory expert 
Esmond Martin. The report will be released in July 
2011.

wheRe we ARe woRkIng
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“we ARe All peRsonAlly Involved. 
tAke whAt Is hAppenIng In the mIddle 
of Remote RAInfoRests. thousAnds 

of specIes ARe beIng destRoyed eveRy 
yeAR As lARge AReAs of nAtuRAl 
hAbItAt ARe cleARed to mAke wAy  

foR fARmlAnd.”
HRH The Prince of Wales, Harmony
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2010 
Income

Thanks to the continued generosity of our supporters and funders,  
we raised £4.9 million to help save the Asian elephant from extinction. 

Almost 85% of our inComE this yeAr 

CamE from ElEphant paradE sCulpturE salEs.

We are extremely grateful to all of those who pledged to support us in this way.

corporations - 1.76%

Individual donations - 2.24%

foundations - 0.60%

Investment Income - 0.03%

fundraising Activities:  
elephant parade Auction 83.67%

fundraising Activities: 
merchandise & sponsorship  11.7%

elephAnt fAmIly ActIon plAn

Goal 5. Secure sufficient funding to deliver our ambitious programme
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2010 
expendItuRe

This is how we allocated our resources:

goal 1:  
making the plight of the  
Asian elephant known – 22%

goal 3:  
conservation partnerships – 26%

goal 4:  
education, training and  
research – 14%

goal 2:  
lobbying governments and  
corporations – 9%

goal 5:  
fundraising – 21% 
Administration - 8%

fy2010
total ExpEnsEs

71% Conservation Actitives
21% Fundraising *
8%  Administration

* A 15% royalty fee of  £615,000 made payable to 
the commercial entity, Elephant Parade, is included 
in these figures
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“foR two gloRIous months the 
exhIbItIon mopped up oveR 500 
pRess ARtIcles, 10 houRs of tv 

And RAdIo AIR tIme And ReAched An 
AudIence of 25 mIllIon people.” 

Elephant Parade London
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thAnk 
you
trusts and foundations
Dublin Zoo • The John Ellerman Foundation • The Nando Peretti Foundation • The Eranda 
Foundation • The Vandrevala Foundation • The JMG Foundation

donors
Adrienne Chinn • Ashwan Khanna • Ben Elliot • Ben Goldsmith • Bipin Desai • Brian Hadfield • 
Caroline Casey • Charlene Yeo • Charlie Bridge • Dr.Charoen Sirivadhanabhakdi and Khunying 
Wanna Sirivadhanabhakdi • Cindy Dixon • Clement Wilson • David & Jayne Alexander • David 
Ker • David King • Sir David Tang OBE • Doreen McInereny • Douglas Cheng • Duncan Mclaren 
• Sir Evelyn de Rothschild • Fleming Family & Partners• Gaurav Burman • Geoffrey Kent • Gina 
Dyer • The Hon Harry Fane • Helen Newman • Henry Wyndham • James Osbourne • Jan Mol 
• Jean Claude & Sylvia Ciancimino • Jim Steele • Joanna Lumley • Keith Wilson • Lalit Modi • 
Lekha Poddar • Lynn Russell • Mackenzie Thorpe • Mark Lloyd • The Minor Group • Max Konig 
• Mitch Freeman • Nathalie Gouraud • Nazli Jafferjee • Poonam Bhagat Shroff • Priya & Cyrus 
Vandrevala • Rajav & Komal Wazir • Robert John • Sarah, Duchess of York • Simon Reuben • 
Steffan Gruschka • Sunetra Atkinson • Vikas Shah • Tanaz Dizadji • Richard Caring • Jan Mol • 
David and Jayne Alexander • Lorin Gresser

sponsors
Incredible India • Intercasino • Issa • Ivory Tree • J Sheeky • Salesforce • Katherine Pooley • 
Kingpin • Knight Frank • Le Pain Quotodien • The Leela • Lewis • The London Planning Practice 
LLP • Lotus Arts de Vivre • Macenzie Thorpe • Madhu’s • Movida • Mphasis • Mystic India • 
Network Rail • Newood Media • Nina Campbell • OKA • Pink Elephant • Pink Elephant Parking 
• Post & Co • PHCC • Prime Development • Punjab National Bank • Relabell • Royal Exchange 
• Savills • Scott’s • Selby Jennings • Seven Dials • SHO London • Smith & Co • State Bank 
of India • Swansea Cork Route • Swarovski • Syndicate Bank • Tell Tale Travel • Tipperary • 
Topps Tiles • U’luvka • Unmissable • Venson • Wheb Ventures • Westbury House • Whiteoaks 
• Wilson McHardy • Dhillon Group • Kestrel • BGC • Andrews Coatings Limited • Mackenzie 
Thorpe (with a k) • A&K • Asahi • Audi • Acorn localizations •  BFLS • BT • BlackRock • Brewin 
Dolphin • Coutts • China Tang • Chang • Castle Galleries • Clonakilty Tourist Board • Cryptologic 
• Chinawhite • Confederation of Indian Industries • The Conran Shop • Delancy • Devonshire Sq 
• Dickenson fine art • Disney Theatrical • Easy Space • European Land • Execujet • George • 
Grange Hotels • Harry’s Bar • Halcyon Gallery • Hasbro • Heathrow Express • The Hempel • 
High Speed 1 • HSS Hire • ICICI Band • India Premier League • Sotheby’s • Farrow & Ball • 
Eco Movers
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thAnk 
you
artists
Abu Jani • Adam Bridgland • Adam Durrance • Alan O’Connor • Alexander Millar • Alice 
Temperley • Andre JS Ritins • Andrew Logan • Angela Conner • Anna Masters • Anna Simmons 
• Arabella Sim • Ashwan • Baccara Smart • Carrie Reichardt AKA The Baroness • Benjamin 
Shine • BFLS • Bill Griffin • Boodles • Briony Anderson • Bruno Paschoal Cepollina • Caio 
Locke • Cako Martin • Carolyn Macleod, Kevin Darke & Carlamaria Jackson • Cartier • Charlotte 
Brown • Charlotte Kingsnorth • Charlotte Moore • Chintan Upadhyay • Cian Mcloughlin • Claire 
Snell & Tory Bauer, The Spooning Society • Clare Bassett • Corneille • Cornelia O’Donovan • 
Craig Ritchie • Cynthia Bernheim • Daniel Chadwick • Deniz Balabaner • Devon Alfaro • De 
Beauvoir Primary School in Hackney, Years 4 & 6 • Diana Ralston • Diane von Furstenberg 
• Dick Roberts • Dominique Salm • Edward Tang • Eitan Portnoy • Elizabeth Knott • Ellen 
Anderson • Ellen Stewart • Emma Kemp • Emma Sergeant • Eóghan Ebrill • Ewelina Kawarska 
• Faiza Butt • Fernando Pires Jorge • Fred Rigby • Gary Hodges • Gemma Cumming • Georgina 
Barclay • Giacomo Bretzel • Professor Gordon Murray • Graeme le Saux • Hannah Griffiths • 
Hannes D’haese • Hasbro • Havestock School Year 8 Students • Helen Cowcher • India Jane 
Birley • Isaac Mizrahi • Issa • Izabela Kaliszewska • Jack Vettriano • Jake Scott • Jane Callan • 
Jane Morgan • Jeff Hoare • Jeff Rowland • Jitish Kallat • Joanna Martin • Joanna May • John 
Rocha • Johnny Rocket using Swarovski Elements • John Stefanidis • John Wilson • Jon Hicks • 
Jonathan Yeo • Joseph Paxton • Julia Rogers • Julia Trickey • Julien MacDonald • Karen Hollis • 
Katherine Woolley • Kids Company • Kriti Arora • Laura Ford • Leinz • Lela Shields • Lily Lewis 
• Lily Marneffe • Lissa Christie • Louise Dear • Loz Atkinson • Lucy Clarke • Lucy Fergus • 
Lulu Guinness • Mackenzie Thorpe • Manish Arora • Marc Quinn • Maria Ines Aguirre • Mariana 
Bassani • Maribel Castro • Martin Aveling • Martin Jordan • Marty Thornton • Matt McCann • 
Matthew Williamson • Menno Baars • Michael Howells • HRH Prince Michael of Kent • HRH 
Princess Michael of Kent • Milo Tchais • Mitch Freeman • Mr Spunky • Mythili Thevendrampillai • 
Nandita Chaudhuri • Natalie Guy • Natasha Mann • Nathalie Gouraud • Nathan McKenna • Nick 
Colyer • Nick Reynolds • Nicky Haslam • Nilesh Mistry • Nina Campbell • Patrice Moor • Patricia 
Shrigley • Patrick Hughes • Paul Kenton • Paul Kidby • Paul Macgee • Paul Roberts • Sir Paul 
Smith • Princess Pea • Penelope Patrick • Peter Beard • Peter Smith • Phoebe Dickinson • 
Pochoir • Polly Hope • Rana Begum • HH Maharaja Ranjitsinh Gaekwad • Rajendra Kumar 
Shyam • Rebecca Campbell • Rebecca Sutherland • Richard Symonds • Rina Banerjee • Rosie 
Brooks • Rosie Sanders • Ruth Green • Sabine Römer • Sacha Jafri • Sam Hacking • Samantha 
Buckley • Sandeep Khosla • Sandie Cook • Sandra Shashou • Sheara Abrahams • SHO Fine 
Jewellery using Swarovski Elements • Shunyam • Soju Tanaka • Solange Azagury-Partridge • 
Sophie Coryndon • Soraia Almeida • Stephen Walter • Storm Thorgerson • Stuart Semple • 
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thAnk 
you
Sunny Warrington • Suzanne Mizzi • Suzie Marsh • Tarun Tahiliani • Sir Terence Conran • Tim 
Hayward • Tom Hallifax • Tommy Hilfiger • Tord Boontje • Valery Lippens • Venkat Raman Singh 
Shyam • Victoria Scott • William Curley • Zara Martin & Bodyamr

VoluntEErs
Without the help of hundreds of volunteers, Elephant Parade London quite simply could not have 
happened. Elephant Family would like to thank the individual efforts of all these people who rolled 
up their selves and got involved with us this year.
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